The design of Assisi Animal Health’s tPEMF® signal for therapeutic applications is based on two PEMF technologies: radio frequency (RF) diathermy and bone growth stimulators (BGS).

Radio frequency diathermy, first used in the early 1900s, induces high amplitude electric fields which produce calibrated deep tissue heat. This therapeutic technique remains in use in physical therapy today. In the 1930s, it was discovered that this RF signal could be applied at much lower non-thermal amplitudes and still produce useful biological effects. These new RF PEMF devices have been cleared for use in human applications for the reduction of pain and edema and are reimbursed by Medicare for chronic wound repair.

In parallel, orthopedic surgeons discovered that everyday mechanical signals such as walking and jumping produced endogenous electrical currents in bone that help modulate bone cell activities such as growth and repair. This led to studies employing low-level direct electrical current and later pulsed electromagnetic fields that resulted in new bone formation. The FDA cleared the first PEMF bone growth stimulator device and waveform specifically for use in recalcitrant fracture healing. The BGS and RF PEMF signals both produce useful biological effects, including pain reduction. The Assisi RF PEMF signal was configured specifically to target normal endogenous anti-inflammatory and repair responses. This makes the Assisi tPEMF signal more effective than any other.

Assisi’s Technology

The Assisi Loop® generates a twice-per-second, 2-millisecond burst of a 27.12 Megahertz radio wave signal with an amplitude of 4 microtesla. This pulse-modulated field is non-thermal and non-invasive, yet is sufficient in strength to have therapeutic benefit.

This RF signal is specifically targeted to enhance the binding of calcium (Ca²⁺) to calmodulin (CaM). This, in turn, accelerates the nitric oxide (NO) cascade, which regulates inflammation and healing. The
Assisi targeted PEMF waveform therefore acts as a first messenger in tissue growth, repair, and maintenance.

\[ \text{Ca}^{2+} + \text{CaM} \rightarrow \text{Ca}^{2+}\text{CaM} \]

The Loop’s carrier signal that transmits the pulsed magnetic field is tightly regulated by the FDA and FCC and is authorized for PEMF medical applications. Although the Loop’s signal strength is several orders of magnitude below the FCC exposure limit on cell phone signal strength, its unique signal characteristics enable it to enhance the normal anti-inflammatory and repair responses in challenged human and animal tissue.

Although, as mentioned above, several PEMF signals, including the BGS signal have been reported to reduce pain, not all PEMF signals deliver the same dose to the NO signaling cascade. Assisi’s tPEMF signal delivers the largest effective dose to the NO signaling pathway. No other PEMF signal has been purposely configured in this manner. As a result, other PEMF devices are unlikely to reduce pain or inflammation as rapidly or effectively as the Assisi Loop.

The coil is the Loop’s component that delivers the therapeutic electromagnetic field. That field extends 4-5 inches on both sides from the plane of the coil. The effective strength of the field, its ability to induce the calcium/calmodulin
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Bar graph depicting the relative effectiveness of PEMF devices currently used in veterinary applications for pain relief. This analysis is based upon the known effect of PEMF on nitric oxide (NO) signaling which, in turn, enhances the management of pain and inflammation. The bars were created by evaluating the PEMF signal amplitude at the calcium binding step in the NO signaling pathway. As may be seen, the Assisi Loop is expected to produce substantially faster pain relief.
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effect, is not adversely affected by bandages, casts or orthopedic implants. Unlike other PEMF devices designed for dermatologic applications, the Loop’s therapeutic origins, the reduction of post-operative pain and edema, make it uniquely effective for treating many conditions in veterinary medicine.
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